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Short Description

Designed and tested by top streamers, the Razer Kiyo is a desktop streaming camera with a powerful, multi-
step ring light that you can dim or brighten on command, with the ability to stream at 60 fps for full gaming
fidelity. It’s the perfect camera for professional streaming.

Description

Designed and tested by top streamers, the Razer Kiyo is a desktop streaming camera with a powerful, multi-
step ring light that you can dim or brighten on command, with the ability to stream at 60 fps for full gaming
fidelity. It’s the perfect camera for professional streaming.

Features

Full Camera Controls
Enjoy full customization by toggling between Auto and Manual Focus, and adjusting Brightness, Contrast,
Saturation and White Balance. You can also choose between different image presets. Create multiple profiles
and save different looks on Razer Synapse 3 to suit your streaming needs.

Ring Light. Camera. Action.
Forget setting up several lights just to get decent on-camera illumination. The Razer Kiyo maintains even and
flattering lighting on you, and eliminates harsh shadows. Plus, with adjustable brightness levels, getting the
right amount is a breeze.

Sharper and Smoother
With 720p resolution at 60 fps, the Razer Kiyo maintains visual fidelity when you stream. This means that
viewers can be completely immersed the way you are, with footage just the way you see it in-game. Also
streams in 1080 resolution at 30fps for Full HD.

Streamlabs Certified
We are constantly looking for ways to support the streaming community; that's why it's so important for us to
work together with other players in the ecosystem.

Streamlabs is the #1 free platform that streamers use to customize and grow their channels..

Kiyo FirMware Update
The Razer Kiyo was created to be the ultimate desktop streaming camera for gaming and streaming, and now
we’re making it even better for all your other needs.

Default 4:3 resolution
The Razer Kiyo is now standard 4:3 aspect ratio friendly. Whether it’s a Skype or FaceTime video call, you get
zero distortion.

Neutral color representation
With neutral colors less saturated, you look impeccable whether you’re streaming or talking to a friend.
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Auto white balance adjustment
Using light presets that shift to suit your environment, the Razer Kiyo accurately tunes color casts so images
on screen are accurate to real life.

Low light compensation enabled
Enjoy greater flexibility with auto low-light correction on your video in a dim room. Choose to turn off this
function to stream at 60 fps for full gaming fidelity.

Improved autofocus
We’ve enhanced our built-in autofocus function so footage is even more precise, seamless and sharp

Specifications

Tech Specs

At a glance
Desktop streaming camera with multi-step ring light
High fps HD Video (720p 60fps/1080p 30fps)
Compatible with Open Broadcaster Software and Xsplit.

Camera
Connection type: USB2.0
Image resolution: 4 Megapixels
Video Resolution: 1080p @ 30FPS / 720p @ 60FPS / 480p @ 30FPS / 360p @
30FPS
Video encoding: YUY2/MJPEG or H.264
Still Image Resolution: 2688x1520
Image Quality Settings Customization: Yes
Diagonal Field of View (FOV): 81.6 °
Focus Type: Auto
Mounting Options: L-shape joint and Tripod (Not included)
Cable Length: 1.5 meters braided cable

Ring light
Illumination: 12 white LEDs
Color Temperature: 5600K “daylight”
LED Diffuser: Milky White
Buttons: 12 step ring dial
Brightness: 10 Lux @ 1m

Microphone
Audio Codec: 16bit 48KHz
Polar patterns: Omnidirectional
Sensitivity: -38dB

System
Requirements

PC with a free USB port
Windows® 7 (or higher)
Internet connection
500 MB of free hard disk space*
*Increased system requirements and additional software may be required
for certain applications.

1 x Razer Kiyo with attached USB2.0 cable
1 x Important Product Information Guide
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Package Contents

Additional Information

Brand Razer

SKU RZ19-02320100-R3U1

Weight 3.0000

Color Black

Vendor SKU/EAN 814855025046


